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The official art book for the animated movie Spies in Disguise.Super spy Lance Sterling (Will Smith) and
scientist Walter Beckett (Tom Holland) are almost exact opposites. Lance is smooth, suave and debonair.
Walter is... not. But when events take an unexpected turn, this unlikely duo are forced to team up for the

ultimate mission that will require an almost impossible disguise - transforming Lance into the brave, fierce,
majestic... pigeon. Walter and Lance suddenly have to work as a team, or the whole world is in peril.In this
coffee table hardback, uncover the concept designs, character sketches, storyboards, and production art,

alongside insight from the artists, filmmakers, and directors for this animated buddy comedy set in the high-
octane globe-trotting world of international espionage.

Super spy Lance Sterling Will Smith and. Art Director Nadia Tzuo Designer Carlo Sa Michael Lo Min Shi.
About The Art of Spies in Disguise The official art book for the animated movie Spies in Disguise. Behind
the scenes of Spies in Disguise Animator Drew Winey from Blue Sky Studios in charge of the Audi custom

piece Lunch Break.

Spies In Disguise

See more ideas about disguise spy disguise art. Super spy Lance Sterling and scientist Walter Beckett are
almost exact opposites. Spies In Disguise is undoubtedly silly but its only once directors Troy Quane and
Nick Bruno and writers Brad Copeland and Lloyd Taylor embrace the weirdness of the premise that it

becomes warmer more enjoyable and a lot funnier. Okay so I decided to draw the rest of the Spies In Disguise
characters except for the ones who havent gotten designs yet So now you get to see my headcanon designs for
Eyes and Ears I may have screwed up a bit with the sizing but since Ears is shorter than the rest as seen in the
second trailer I think its safe to say hes fine. Pigeons are everywhere and nobody notices them Its the most
perfect form a spy can take Walter Beckett. Super spy Lance Sterling Will. Thankfully instead of this lasting
for only a couple of scenes Spies In Disguise maintains this momentum all the way to the end. Note The

character design in the picture is not an official design used in the film. More toys are added regularly. Super
spy Lance Sterling Will Smith and scientist Walter Beckett Tom Holland are almost exact. See all 21 trailers
and videos Storyline. Spies in Disguise. 3 4 In 1993 she retired and was awarded the CIAs Commendation

Medal.
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